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Breakout Sessions 
11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
 
The R.E.A.L. Deal on Building School Culture that Works 
Christine Counts-Davis and Gregory Scott, Bethel-Hanberry Elementary School  
 
Our goal is to get administrators and instructional leaders to take an introspective look at the 
coaching conversations they have with their teachers. Knowing that these types of 
conversations are meaningful for all involved, including the students, we aim to show how the 
conversations should be driven by relationships, empathy, authenticity and leadership 
(R.E.A.L.). Using this as a guide, we will gather ideas that work well and share some with which 
we have seen success. This guide also helps create a culture of buy-in, risk-taking, and 
understanding, with student success at the forefront. 
 
Engaging Parents and Families in Schools 
Stacy McAbee, Buffalo Elementary School; Dena Addis, Monarch Elementary School; Stacy 
Farr and Lacresha Byrd, Union County Schools  
 
Do you ever become overwhelmed with planning Title I engagement events for your school? 
Union County Schools have found creative ways to reach families and keep them engaged in 
both school and community-wide family engagement events. Join our session to hear the 
creative ways we’ve kept our families and communities engaged both virtually and in person 
over the last few years. 
 
Under the Sea:  Immersing Students in a Second Language 
Patrick Maness and Kendyl Futrelle, Cherry Park Elementary School 
 
Participants will learn the purpose of language immersion programs and why they benefit all 
learners. Presenters will explain their program journey and key tenets of language immersion. 
Participants will understand the effects of immersion programs on students who are learning 
Spanish and French as a second language. In addition, presenters will explore the significant 
benefits for native Spanish and French students who are learning English as their second 
language. Presenters will explain best practices in language immersion programs. They will 
discuss schedules, content organization, and teacher roles and responsibilities. 
 



Hot Topics in School Law for Administrators 
Kathy Mahoney, Vernie Williams, and Dwayne Mazyck, Halligan Mahoney & Williams 
 
This program will review the most recent laws that affect school administrators, as well as 
provide practical guidance to school administrators when addressing student and employee 
issues. 
 
Follow the L.E.A.D.er 
Sharah Clark, Roy Frick, and Brantley Buzhardt, Batesburg-Leesville Middle School  
 
Participants will learn how BLMS has provided flexible time scheduling to the teachers in order 
for them to dive in to Competency Based Personalized Learning with their students. Participants 
will walk away with the ability to think outside of the box about what a typical middle school day 
is like.   Explanation of how our team L.E.A.D is leading our school's journey into CBPL. 
 
Purposeful Pathways 
Meredith Rose and Syreeta Greene, Cherokee County Schools 
 
One district's journey to develop multiple pathways for students in a diverse community will be 
described. District level officials redefined pathways for post-secondary goal attainment 
including college or career in a community where only 16% of community members have 
college degrees. Attendees will learn best practices in bridging the gap between businesses and 
community needs and aligning them with student success. 
 
MTSS- Trusting the Process to See Real, Meaningful Results 
Ashlea Hatcher, Anderson District 3; Ariel Davis, Starr Elementary School; Candace Roberts, 
Flat Rock Elementary School; and Meredith Dantzler, Iva Elementary School  
 
MTSS can be a daunting process that takes time, energy, and hard work of leaders within the 
school building. It requires teachers, interventionists, coaches, and administration to work 
together as one team to develop plans and carry them out with fidelity in order to help meet the 
needs of struggling students. It requires reflection, fidelity, progress monitoring, and 
collaboration in order to be successful. In Anderson 3 we work together as district leaders to 
ensure the MTSS process is implemented and followed with the fidelity it requires in each 
school building. Our school administrators have worked tirelessly to “perfect” the process and 
have trained their teachers on that process over the past few years. Each year the process has 
become more and more successful. We can truly say in Anderson 3 that MTSS is a trusted 
process that truly helps us to meet the needs of struggling students. We would love the 
opportunity to share our own “personal touch” on MTSS and how we achieve success with 
MTSS along with our intervention process. 
 
PD Pedal to the Metal: Putting Teachers in the Driver’s Seat 
Tina McCaskill, Lisa Duda, Carol Lunsford, and Susan Aplin, Lexington-Richland District 5; and 
Jami Marino, Learning A-Z 
 
We all know that whoever is doing the work is doing the learning. Buckle your seatbelt, and 
come see how LexRich 5 shifted gears and placed their educators in the driver’s seat of their 
own professional development. By collaborating with district leaders and instructional partners 
on shared goals, we created opportunities for “just in time” professional learning that has us all 
racing around the same track!  



Prison Walls to College Halls- How Do You WIN with the Most Challenging 
Students? The WINning Formula for all Educators 
Floyd Lyles, South Carolina Department of Juvenile Justice 
 
Think about your most difficult and challenging students. How do you deal with them? How do 
you reach them?  How can you turn a negative situation into a positive one? Take a look inside 
the South Carolina Department of Juvenile Justice. Find out how your students can go from 
prison walls to college halls. Get an inside track on how to create a WINning culture at your 
school. This presentation gives everyone the tools to see students in a different way. We will 
share insight on reaching the most difficult and challenging students. Learn how to WIN and 
build relationships and make life-changing connections. The purpose of this presentation is a 
call to action because every student needs a champion. Our students need us and most of this 
starts in elementary school when they are labeled "bad." As they get older, the label changes to 
"unteachable" and "at-risk." Who is really at-risk? All students deserve the best. It's time we all 
WIN! "They may forget what you said, but they will never forget how you made them feel." 
 
The Writing on the Wall:  Strategies for Assessing Anonymous Threats 
Rich Todd, York District 4 and Sam Blankenship, Fort Mill Police Department 
 
Most districts have an established process for assessing threats when the source is a known 
individual, but evaluating anonymous threats can be much more difficult.  These threats can 
create fear, uncertainty, and significant disruption to the learning environment and present 
unique and substantial challenges in terms of investigation and the determination of risk.  This 
session includes an overview of the problem, including how schools in South Carolina have 
been impacted, as well as steps districts and schools can take to prevent, mitigate, and respond 
to such threats.  Strategies for assessing the credibility of anonymous threats, which includes a 
review of internal and external factors and draws upon guidance from federal agencies and 
historical data of similar incidents, will be featured. 
 
Structure, Systems, and Support. 
Joseph Foster, Woodmont High School 
 
Woodmont High School was recognized as a Model School by ICLE.  One of only 16 schools in 
the nation.  This presentation will mirror the presentation we gave at the Model School 
Conference in Orlando, FL.  We have experienced significant success and outperform our 
socioeconomic status.  With close to 60% of our students living in poverty, we have the highest 
graduation rate for the second year in a row in Greenville County Schools and had the highest 
overall growth in EOC scores.  This presentation will summarize some of our nontraditional 
approaches and our high return strategies through the lens of "structure, systems, and support". 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Breakout Sessions 
1:15 p.m. – 2:15 p.m. 
 
Greer High School CTE Summit – Inspiring and Connecting Students to Future 
Career Pathways 
Justin Ludley, Cassina Allen, Morgan Grizzle, and Stephanie Hayes, Greer High School 
 
At Greer High School we want all students to find their passion in a future career field.  On 
March 9, 2022, we hosted our inaugural Greer High School CTE Summit.  This conference style 
event allowed students to learn about careers, opportunities, and successes from local 
professionals.  Students were introduced to career experiences in manufacturing, agriculture, 
health sciences, supply chain, graphic design, business, and more. The event was jointly 
planned by Greer High staff, community leaders, and business partners.  CTE faculty members 
recruited professionals from their content area to speak with students about their career 
experiences, as well as the conference's joint focus area: teamwork. Students transitioned 
between multiple sessions where they learned from our community’s best and brightest; they 
also received plenty of swag and completed a reflection about their experience.  Following the 
summit, the number of students from Greer High School who applied for CTE programs at the 
Bonds Career Center increased 130% from 135 applicants in 2021 to 311 applicants in 2022. 
Come to our session to learn about the vision, collaboration, and logistics that were essential to 
a successful CTE Summit and how we will use this event to inspire and connect students to 
future career pathways. 
 
Creating a Culture Where Data Driven Instruction Can Survive and Thrive 
Monique Smalls and Stacey Salley, Kelly Edwards Elementary School 
 
Learn how Kelly Edwards Elementary School, a rural lower socioeconomic school in Barnwell 
County, established data driven instructional practices that exceeded district expectations 
during its first year of implementation.  You will hear from the principal and math specialist on 
the ins and outs of our journey and walk away with insight and ideas to being your own journey. 
 
Introducing Intervention! 
Alana Powers, Mary Catoe, and Melinda Johnson, Doby's Mill Elementary; and Merriman 
Nichols, Kershaw County Schools 
 
Is your intervention program working? Find out ways to motivate and move students. Here you 
will learn how to use intervention strategies that work. Come and see the intervention program 
that works. Doby's MIll has real data to show students in intervention are moving. You can have 
these same results! Along with these strategies, you will learn effective progress monitoring 
tools and other effective ways to help gauge where students are and what the next step should 
be. Get a mapped out plan of what a successful intervention program looks like. Learn ways to 
include all teachers in the intervention journey. This includes effective tier 1 and 2 instruction. 
Come join our journey! 
 
MTSS in the Middle 
Brandon Addy, Emily Starling, and Ashley Bragg, Hickory Tavern Elementary/Middle School  
 
At the middle level, the MTSS process can be difficult due to multiple factors. Learn how a rural 
K-8 school uses data to drive Tier 1 instruction and provide Tier 2 interventions in the middle 
grades. Hear how we integrate character education & SEL into standards-based instruction. 



Concrete in the Cracks: Using Student Support Teams to address concerns with 
Instruction, Behavior, Attendance, Mental Health and Substance Abuse. 
Rod Ruth, Patrice Green, Steven Peeler, and Zach Snyder, Clover High School 
 
How do we fill the cracks that students slip through?  Clover High School's implementation of 
Student Support Teams might help your team generate ideas to assist with this concern.  Clover 
High School is among the largest and fastest growing schools in South Carolina with a 
population exceeding 2700 students.  However, no matter the size, schools face the daunting 
task of making sure their resources are able to give students the individual attention they 
deserve.  This session will provide more than a time line or history lesson.  It will also provide 
information about an initiative that is not just a one year, "here comes another thing" initiative.  
Student Support Teams have been in place at CHS for six years and each year they have 
achieved more impact.  Bring your device, because you will walk away with tangible, evidence 
based documents and spreadsheets that will bolster your intervention framework.  Student 
Support Teams offer a systematic approach to your concerns with instruction, behavior, 
attendance, mental health and substance abuse. 
 
A Blueprint to Maximize Multilingual Learner Outcomes 
Susan Howard, South Carolina Public Charter School District 
 
In South Carolina, public-school enrollment of multilingual learners (MLs) has grown from .8% in 
2000 to 6.0% in 2019 (National Center for Education Statistics, 2022).   Schools are tasked with 
having an effective language program centered on core language instruction for multilingual 
learners which combines learning content and language together within the context of grade-
level content instruction. In a time where increased demands are placed on educators, there are 
3 principles to implement resulting in a streamlined process which maximizes Multilingual 
Learner outcomes.  The principles originate from the Castañeda 3-Part Test which considers 
federal regulations, federal guidance, and court precedent regarding programming, 
implementation, and progress within ML programs.  Participants will consider their own 
practices and protocols already established and evaluate the successes and barriers to the 
principles.  Attendees will actively engage in the session by participating in collaborative 
activities which promote brainstorming, critical thinking, and application of content in partnership 
with other attendees.  Each participant perspective is critical to the effectiveness of the 
discussion and everyone will have the opportunity to leave the session with 3 clearly defined 
action steps to take back and implement. 
 
Making It Happen. PLC's at Work 
Angel Parker, Tiffany West, and Diamond Berry, Bells Elementary School  
 
We are a learning team that constantly engage in a cycle of learning by analyzing data, setting 
goals, and learning individually and collaboratively, as well as implementing and adjusting 
practices to meet the needs of all learners. The PLC process allows teachers to try new 
teaching practices and discover what’s working and what isn’t.  We have been able to transform 
our school by establishing a culture of collaboration and support for all teachers as we work to 
meet the needs of our students.  We make it happen by constantly trying out new strategies to 
improve student learning and providing individuals within the team opportunities to share, grow, 
and learn. 
 
 
 



Collaboration is Key within Special Programs 
Dawn Kukuzke-Thayer and Paige Elmore, Jasper County Schools 
 
This is a presentation on how new ML coordinators or new SPED directors/coordinators can 
efficiently and effectively collaborate within Multilingual Programs and Special Education 
programs for our Multilingual Learners with Disabilities. This will include take away tools, 
scheduling, communication samples, and more. 
 
Acquiring the Superintendency - From Applying to Contract Negotiations 
Tom Wilson, Anderson District 5  
 
Applying for the role of Superintendent is different than any other job in the education field. 
From interviewing with a board, to managing expectations and board member personalities, this 
presentation will show aspiring superintendents what is needed to become a superintendent, 
and what is needed to stay a superintendent. 
 
School Improvement Support Model 
John Washburn, Jonathan "Lee" James, and April Scott, Horry County Schools  
 
This session will equip audience members to better support schools that may be identified as 
CSI, ATSI, or TSI under the South Carolina School Framework Model. 
 
Continuous Improvement and Accreditation: An Overview of Cognia Standards 
and Resources 
Annette Melton, Cognia and Angela Hinton, Spartanburg District 2  
 
Today, accreditation is used at all levels of education and recognized for its ability to drive 
improved learner performance and support continuous improvement efforts. Learn about the 
new standards and resources available to help your teams successfully prepare for the 
Accreditation Engagement Review aligned with improvement initiatives and strategic planning. 
Updates to the standards are reviewed, along with a brief overview of the Accreditation 
Engagement Review phases and supports. Hear how one district used the process, resources 
and supports to move forward. 
 
The Right Work: Creating Meaningful Opportunities for Leaders to Collaborate 
and Learn 
Brad Moore, Chris Ferguson, Christie Shealy, and Kristen Hearne, Anderson District 1 
 
Teachers engaged in ongoing, purposeful collaboration with colleagues show marked increases 
in student achievement. However, when principals, assistant principals, coaches and other 
instructional leaders meet, we often discard best practices for collaboration and utilize an "old 
school" meeting structure. In this session, the Anderson School District One instructional team 
will provide participants with tools and resources to assist you in rethinking your approach to 
collaboration among leaders in your district. Are you tired of the long meetings with an endless 
amount of "set and get" information that quickly overwhelms your leaders? If so, join our session 
and enjoy the opportunity to shift the paradigm in your district to a structure more conducive to 
true collaboration focused on creating instructional leaders that impact teacher and student 
performance. 
 
 



Breakout Sessions 
2:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
 
Data-Informed Decision Making - Data Protocols and Tracking to See Progress on 
Essential Standards 
Melissa Tollison and Brenna Horn, Powdersville Elementary School  
 
Have you ever sat through an amazing data discussion between your teachers and staff that 
then yielded little action and measurable progress afterward? In this presentation, we will walk 
through how we have utilized our guiding coalition and Solution Tree resources to create a data 
protocol that helps facilitate data discussion, creates time for teachers to build an action plan, 
and has the team schedule their next formative assessment to see if the interventions and 
enrichment action steps made progress toward their goals. In order to see progress, we will also 
share how to have your teams choose essential standards to track throughout the year, gauge 
the proficiency of the grade level in mastering these standards, setting team SMART goals, and 
ways in which it is tracked yearlong to see progress. Our school utilizes professional learning 
communities to facilitate these discussions, but this work can be done amongst teams 
regardless of your platform. 
 
How to Market your CTE Center to Students, Parents, and Businesses 
David Smith, Roy Hale and Ben Fuller, Institute of Innovation - Cherokee County Schools  
 
This session will explore how to market your school through various avenues of recruitment in 
order to increase both enrollment and retention in your career center.  The Institute of 
Innovation - Cherokee County began their Marketing cluster in the Fall of 2021 to help transform 
the school's brand and image to both the Cherokee County School District and the community 
as a whole.  This session is beneficial to any school or district that is looking to market their 
brand to their community to increase involvement and to help provide a positive reflection of 
what is taking place on a day to day basis. 
 
5 INTO 25 
Warren Wise, Kelly Mill Med Pro Middle School 
 
During the “5 INTO 25” workshop, professional educators will synthesize perspectives from 
multiple subject areas to solve three questions. 1. What strategies are most effective for 
increasing students of underrepresented areas interested in stem coursework, stem careers and 
enrollment in college?  2. What models of mentorship are effective in supporting the character 
development of underrepresented areas?  3. How can stakeholders participate in a meaningful 
way to improve the school community and maintain sustainability throughout their network? 
To help answer these questions, professional educators will discover how to change 5 STEM 
activities into 25 interdisciplinary lessons for students while at the same time teaching them 
financial literacy.  Hence: “5 INTO 25”. From here, attendees will understand a different 
perspective on how their students will not only learn relevant academic content from different 
subject areas, but also honed skills like critical thinking and communication to become the next 
SC Graduate.  
 
 
 
 



Making the Impossible Possible with High School MTSS: 3 campuses, 2850 
Students, One Success Story! 
Patrice Green, William Dyer, and Michelene Richey, Clover High School  
 
When the topic of MTSS comes up at the high school level, many often run in the other 
direction, wondering HOW it is even possible. Implementing MTSS in a large high school is not 
without its challenges. How do we support the WHOLE CHILD, or WHOLE TEEN in our case, 
when met with obstacles such as graduation requirements, personalized scheduling, behavior, 
substance abuse, mental health, and ever-emerging TikTok challenges? At Clover High School, 
we have successfully built a system that allows for tiered support for a large population of 
students. How, might you ask? Join us as we delve into the million-dollar question: Is it possible 
to successfully implement MTSS at a large high school?  
 
The Road to Retention 
Ned Blake, Christy Flowers, and Melanie Dukes-McKnight, Florence District 3 
 
The national teacher shortage has created a crisis in education.  However, on our Road to 
Retention in our rural school district, we have found some unconventionally successful ways to 
improve teacher support, engage in active relationships, and meet specific needs of new and 
tenured teachers.  Florence District Three has created multi-tiered systems of support for 
teachers that rely on our “home-grown” teacher leaders and administrators.  We consider this a 
win-win to not only support our newest hires, but building capacity in our already successful 
teachers by providing them with opportunities to share their experience and knowledge.  
Additionally, we partner with our local university, Francis Marion, to supplement what we are 
providing.  From Team One Mentors to Take Five Moments, join us to find out how we’ve turned 
this crisis into an opportunity! 
 
Mind Your P's and... Do! 
Natasha McDonald, Kristin Wilson, and Ruth Lilly, Horry County schools  
 
The P’s (Policies, Procedures, Processes, & Practices) are integral in demonstrating that a 
district has followed the IDEA, but they can also be daunting to novel and seasoned special 
education directors and district leaders.  This session will provide participants with the resources 
and practical guidance to facilitate a review/revision and/or development of special education 
policies, procedures, processes, and practices at the district level. 
 
Strengthening a District through Student Academic Growth, Teacher Efficacy, 
and Instructional Leadership 
Brenda Kelley, Kelly Elrod, Anna Baldwin, Robin Gay, and Sherry Martin, Anderson District 5 
 
Anderson School District Five's Instructional Vision is to create learning environments that 
ensure academic growth for each student.  During the 2022-23 school year, the A5 Instructional 
Team created a mission to increase academic achievement for each student by increasing 
student academic growth, teacher efficacy, and instructional leadership.  This session will 
provide strategies on how this mission was successfully accomplished.  We will provide detailed 
information on strategies utilized to strengthen academic growth, teacher efficacy, and 
instructional leadership. 
 
 



College and Career Readiness: Maximizing Report Card Points Through CCR 
Language, Incentive, Branding, and Recognition 
Stephen Bradford, Mauldin High School 
 
With the push for students to graduate college and career ready, and the accountability tied to it, 
high school leadership teams are tasked with getting student to shift their mindset from earning 
just a diploma, to earning a diploma plus something more.  In this session, you will learn 
transferable systems and strategies to maximize CCR report card points through language, 
incentive, branding and recognition. 
 
Signed, Sealed, & Delivered: Digital Tools for Leaders 
Claudia Avery, Fairfield County Schools 
 
Is your desk a mountain of paperwork? Are you missing deadlines or appointments? Are you 
still carrying around a jumpdrive with your files? Learn how to use cloud-based tools like Google 
Workspace to help streamline and organize your work as a leader.  A variety of collaboration 
and communication tools will be demonstrated to help you work more efficiently and seamlessly 
while saving valuable minutes each day. 
 
Gathering Teacher Voice for Strategic Planning: The Good, The Bad, The Ugly 
Kevin O'Gorman, Stephanie Wallace, and Jason Holt, Edgefield County Schools 
 
Participants will learn about a proven strategy to help teachers reach consensus on strengths, 
weaknesses, and solutions to drive school-wide and district-wide strategic planning. This 
strategy has been successfully used in Title I schools, large district settings, small district 
settings, large Teacher Forum groups, small Teacher Forum groups and even in specific 
departments. Come join us and learn how to make your naysayers become constructive 
participants in bringing about positive change. 
 
Instant Ideas Session 
Presenters share their personal and professional passions for a total of 20-25 minutes each. The 
following topics will be shared. 

Sponsorships, Partnerships, Relationships, OH MY!! 
Brittany McCants, Wade Hampton High School  
 
Advanced Studies Community 
Katie Tinker and Rhine Kirkland, Northwestern High School 
 
Inaugural Bow Tie Club Initiatives 
Stanley Rogers, Allendale-Fairfax High School and Martin Sims, Richland District 2 
 
E-cubed 
Tasha Brockman, Greenville County Schools 
 
Creating a Collaborative Culture in a Combined School 
Farrell Thomas, Lakesha Austin, and Jonathan Schwalbe, Gray Court Owings School  
 
A Student’s STEM Journey and How GSSM Can Assist 
Danny Dorsel, SC Governor's School for Science and Mathematics  



Tuesday, June 20 
 
Breakout Sessions  
8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m. 
 
I Don’t Want to Suspend, But What Else Can I Do? 
Beth Taylor, Aiken County Schools XSDEL and Patricia Wilson, North Augusta Elementary 
School 
 
Elementary administrators are often left with few choices when it comes to behavioral 
consequences.  Classroom teachers feel the same way.  The good news - there are solutions!  
The first half of the session will be a quick “take it back” PD administrators can give to their 
teachers at the start of the year to set the expectation for effective management, including how 
to address the problem effectively in the classroom before calling for support.  The second half 
of the session will provide a step-by-step process for administrative responses to problem 
behavior.  Participants will leave the session with tools in hand to start the school year with a 
solid plan to improve student behavior. 
 
Graduation Plus: Creating a K12 Pipeline for College and Career Readiness 
Burke Royster, Jeff McCoy, and Eric Williams, Greenville County Schools  
 
Greenville County Schools will highlight the Graduation Plus initiative in this session. Engaging 
students in post-secondary opportunities and activities is critical in all grade levels, not just high 
school. This session will highlight the Graduation Plus model and the strategies that focus on 
college and career readiness so that students can make important career decisions in high 
school. Hear from several principals at each level about how they embed college and career 
readiness strategies into their school culture to ensure students know the goals of the 
Graduation Plus initiative. 
 
It Takes a Village in the Data World 
Christy Junkins and Heather Holliday, Charter Institute at Erskine  
 
"It takes a village" is a common phrase used in education.  The saying implies that it takes more 
than an effective teacher to provide a successful educational experience for students.  What 
does this look like in the world of data?  Learn how to work with other departments to be cross 
functional in addressing the needs of the students based on data analysis and funding.  Learn 
different ways to analyze data to make the process ongoing instead of once a year when state 
assessments are released.  Identify ways to utilize the skills of the members on your team in an 
effort to improve the educational success of each student in your school or district.  Take a "silo" 
and turn it into a "village". 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MTSS in a High School?  Yes!!  It Is Possible!! 
Michael Belk, Samantha Bell, and Kevin Mood, Buford High School  
 
Come learn how a high school increases the likelihood for student success by putting in place 
supports for all students!  In this session, we will discuss how our M.A.S.H. (Missing Assignment 
Study Hall) policy, Flex Time Schedule, and After-School Program provide Tier I supports to all 
students in need.  In addition, we will discuss the ways in which we utilize our Cohort Team 
(Guidance, Admin, and MTSS Coach) to provide targeted Tier II and III supports to the students 
that show that they need either supplemental and/or individualized intervention to maintain 
success while staying on track to graduate!   
 
Personalizing Learning Through Inquiry Clubs, Targeted Intervention, and 
Acceleration 
Angela White, Salisa Mincey-McTeer, and Melissa Cockrell, McCormick Elementary School 
 
How does a CSI/PLP school personalize learning for students in meaningful ways, while also 
meeting CSI/PLP mandates? McCormick Elementary School is doing just that. In this session, 
school leaders will showcase how students are meeting their potential through choice-based 
inquiry clubs, targeted intervention groups, and academic acceleration opportunities. Our team 
will provide an overview of the decision-making process, show exactly what these student-
centered practices look like, and provide tips, protocols, and templates to help you begin your 
own personalized learning journey. Every day at MES ends with inquiry clubs. Our staff leads 
these clubs based on personal talents, student interests, and student feedback. Through clubs, 
students are performing a musical, conducting research, coding computer games, building 
leadership and collaboration skills, learning Spanish and sign language, and best of all – 
LOVING what they do. We also utilize a built-in personalized intervention hour at all grade 
levels. Students receive targeted Tier 2 and 3 interventions, Tier 1 support, and academic 
acceleration classes at this time. This structure allows every students’ academic needs to be 
met in addition to the core instruction teachers provide using evidence-based curriculum and 
strategies. With these systems in place, learning is personalized, relevant, and engaging for all 
students. 
 
SC TEAMS -A Network for Success! 
Deanna Parish, Academic Alliance of South Carolina; Joy Ivester, University of South Carolina 
Center for Disability Resources; Heather Googe and Mark Samudre, University of South 
Carolina 
 
The network of SC Technical Assistance Centers, working in partnership with the Office of 
Special Education Services of the SC Department of Education and SC Institutes of Higher 
Education, has united to form SC TEAMS (Transition, Early Childhood, Academics, Multi-tiered 
systems, Social/Emotional/Behavior). During this presentation, representatives from SC TEAMS 
will outline the mission and vision of each Technical Assistance agency represented and explain 
how each agency will work collaboratively with school districts to provide support for the 
implementation of evidence-based practices and high-leverage practices under the framework 
of Multi-Tiered Systems of Support. SC TEAMS will describe connections from the science and 
practice of implementation to problem-solving approaches with districts. SC TEAMS will identify 
ways that districts can receive support and provide information regarding upcoming professional 
learning opportunities at various levels of need. 
 



Creating a Thinking Culture:  Increasing Student Engagement Across Grade 
Levels and Content Areas 
Dawn Mitchell, Spartanburg District 6; Maddie Jurek, Gable Middle School; and Alyssa Byars, 
Dorman High School Freshman Campus 
 
“The engaged student not only does the task assigned but also does the task with enthusiasm 
and diligence.” - Phillip C. Schlechty.  In conversations across schools and grade levels, 
increasing student engagement has been a common goal for this 2022-2023 school year.  This 
session will provide district and school leaders with tools for defining levels of student 
engagement as well as research based strategies for increasing cognitive student engagement 
across grade levels and content areas. Practical ideas and real-world resources will be shared 
including engagement surveys and observation tools (Cognia), as well as professional 
development structures and strategies that school leaders can use to grow collective teacher 
efficacy with student engagement throughout the school year. 
 
 
Breakout Sessions 
9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. 
 
Career and Technical Education: A Progressive Approach 
Bryce Myers and Carla Stegall, Lexington Technology Center  
 
Did you know that approximately two-thirds of college degrees in the state of South Carolina are 
directly related to Career and Technical Education? Did you know that the majority of jobs that 
are available in our state are also CTE oriented? In our state, we've focused on College and 
Career Readiness when in actuality our focus needs to be Career Readiness, and College is 
one of the multitude of pathways to Career Readiness. However, this does not mean less rigor. 
It does not mean less focus on English, Math, Science, or other Core Classes. A strong 
foundation is key to success! But, CTE should serve as the learning lab to use and implement 
those core concepts that students develop throughout their academic careers. A successful 
CAREER for our students and future citizens is priority #1! 
 
Changing the Narrative 
Kelly Reese and Malisa Johnson, Lake Murray Elementary School  
 
Over the past few years, the narrative surrounding public education has slowly changed.  In this 
session, we'll identify areas to address and discuss how to change the narrative. We will explore 
how to cultivate a positive school community and culture.  We will share a variety of strategies, 
ideas, and resources to enable participants to implement right away! 
 
MLP . . . Easy as 123 
Lee James and Melissa Westbury, Horry County Schools,  
 
Does your district have a growing ML population?  Learn how one district with an ML student 
population of 5,600+ develops and implements an effective MLP program through planning, 
participation, and program evaluation.  Topics will include:  MLP program data, staffing, ML 
curriculum, sheltered content instruction, funding sources, and tools for program evaluation.  
Participants attending this session will leave with a copy of Horry County’s Sheltered Instruction 
Walkthrough Tool and will have an opportunity for Q&A at the end of the session. 
 



Recruit, Retain, Reengage. Reevaluating Your HR Strategy 
Tony Hemingway and Anthony Scorsone, York District 2  
 
The session will allow participants to evaluate their most effective practices for human capitol. 
The presenter will lead exercises to allow HR professionals to collaborate with colleagues to 
learn new strategies for recruitment, retention, and employee engagement 
 
Ten Things Educators Should Know About School Shootings 
Rich Todd, York District 4  
 
Since the Columbine High School massacre in April 1999, images of school violence have been 
seared in our minds, driven in part by mass media coverage, the pervasiveness of social media, 
and political maneuvering.  As a result, fear permeates the thoughts of students, school 
personnel, and parents alike, and school districts across the country spend billions of dollars 
each year for measures they only hope can prevent the next tragedy.  Through case studies 
and a review of available research, this presentation seeks to penetrate common 
misconceptions of school shootings, provide context for these events, and share prevention, 
preparedness, and response strategies.  Attendees will also receive information on resources 
available to enhance their school’s or district’s safety and security efforts. 
 
PLC's... It's More Than An Acronym! 
Mary Boarts, Matthew Schult, Brad Fulton, and Michael Hitch, Belton-Honea Path High School 
 
Our high school's journey through the first two years of the PLC implementation process, how 
we moved from an overused acronym to a truly connected school community focused on the 
academic success of every student! We'll share details on how we utilized our Flex period, Data 
Room, Success Academy, a revamped PBIS, and admin/counseling team PLC's to achieve our 
highest AP and EOC scores in the school's history. 
 
Shared Ownership: An Investment in ALL Students by ALL Leaders 
Traci Hogan, Scott Rhymer, Eric Williams, and David McDonald, Greenville County Schools 
 
Targeted work in subgroups and specialty areas is often completed by specific departments and 
in silos. Greenville County Schools leaders will share how they partner at the district level to 
collaborate on projects and topics typically owned by individual departments or leaders. As a 
result of their collective investments and focus on shared ownership, programming and 
outcomes for students with disabilities and college and career readiness achievements have 
vastly improved and are at an all time high. During this engaging session you will be provided 
with examples on how they have revamped and strengthened their leadership practices and you 
will be provided access to templates and documents that have supported their work. 
 
Coaching Teachers to Success 
Taria McIntosh, Kelly Elrod, Lauree Cole, and Sherry Martin, Anderson District 5 
 
Are new or young teachers leaving your school district after just a few years? Teaching is a 
rewarding, but stressful job. We can expect more and more from teachers everyday! As 
expectations increase, teachers' needs change and increase.  So,  how can we retain some of 
our best and brightest teachers and make our marginal teachers stronger ? Teacher retention is 
directly correlated to providing teachers with a supportive environment that increases their 
confidence, content knowledge, and student academic success! In Anderson Five, we have 



established a district secondary instructional support team that provides professional 
development, one-on-one coaching, and intensive coaching cycles that have made the 
difference in how our teachers feel about their own individual contributions to  student growth. 
Attend our session and learn some tips and resources on how you can coach teachers to 
success! 
 
Breakout Sessions 
11:45 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. 
 
The Third C in College and Career Ready...Collaboration! 
Jennifer Adams and Dana Crumpton, Gilbert High School  
 
High schools in South Carolina are tasked with meeting the SC School Report Card criteria 
every year.  The College and Career Ready indicator determines if students graduating from a 
high school are prepared for college or careers after graduating and impacts twenty-five points 
of the total report card rating. The challenges of meeting these postsecondary needs and 
requirements are too complex for one individual to manage. It requires solid collaborative 
leadership among many individuals.  Students at Gilbert High School authentically learn and 
meet college and career readiness demands with the support of school counselors, 
administrators, teachers, and a career specialist and graduation coach.  Join us as we share 
current practices used to improve the College and Career Ready score and, more importantly, 
how we prepare students for their E- Enrolled, Enlisted, or Employed, after graduation.  
  
Integrating English Language Learners in Tier 1 Instruction 
Jennifer Baez, Pepperhill Elementary School  
 
Now that the state has adopted the EL curriculum for ELA, learn how to support English 
Language Learners to access Tier 1 instruction in the classroom, through ESOL pullout and 
through campus wide interventions. 
 
Improving District 4 and 5 Year Graduation Rates Through Productive 
Partnerships With Adult Education 
Brian Barrineau, Lexington District 1  
 
At Lexington One Adult Education, our goal is to open pathways to success for our students. 
One way we do that is by partnering with the five high schools in Lexington School District One 
to support students in their fourth year of high school who have been identified as not on track 
to graduate with their 4-year cohort. As a result of this work, we helped 42 students realize the 
success of earning a high school diploma and helped raise LCSDO’s graduation rate by 2 
percentage points. Come hear Lexington One Adult Ed’s director/staff share strategies and best 
practices you can implement to partner with your local Adult Education program as you work to 
support your students and raise your district graduation rate. In addition, we will look at the new 
Five-year Student Success Indicator that will be included on the upcoming school report cards. 
 
Be a Parent Whisperer 
Michelle Bishop and Ebone' Adams, SC Whitmore School 
 
Are you taking the brunt of difficult parent conversations? Do you feel lost when confronted with 
parents who want to argue? This session will give you hints and tips on how to deal with those 
parents who seem to disagree with everything. We can help you reach the place where you are 



constructively conversing with parents. Turn your interactions to useful and helpful from 
negative and unhelpful. Make your contact with parents a fruitful exchange instead of a 
confrontation. We can offer suggestions on how to be a parent whisperer and take control of 
those difficult situations. 
 
Putting the Fun in Federal Funding 
Anna Brink, Greenville County Schools  
 
Funding is a central component to providing a high-quality education that can lead to improved 
student outcomes. This session will help participants understand and implement allowable and 
practical uses of multiple federal funds to maximize spending and ensure compliance with state 
and federal requirements. As the end of ESSER funding becomes the new reality for public 
schools, planning, predicting, and understanding how to get the biggest bang for your buck to 
meet school and district goals will be vital. This session will provide practical resources and 
research-based strategies from the perspective of a practitioner-leader who has been an 
elementary and middle school principal in Title I schools and district-level federal programs 
director to help make your federal dollars complement and enhance your district’s goals. 
 
One Size DOESN'T Fit All 
Tenika Evans, Jasper County Schools and Eugene Bellamy, Jr., Marion County Schools 
 
We've all heard the grunts and grumbles after professional development. The veteran teachers 
hate it, the novice teachers love it, and everyone else is there for the food. Consider developing 
triage criteria to differentiate support for teachers. Imagine spending hours on a professional 
development plan that fits the needs of your teachers and builds capacity as opposed to 
checking a box to say it's complete. We're going to discuss how we created a triage report for 
our math educators and how the triage report contributed to teaching, learning and building 
capacity among teachers and instructional leaders. 
 
Mindfulness Matters: Starting Your Day with Intentional, Focused Mindfulness 
Strategies 
Catherine Fanchette and Sally Burgis, Black Street Early Childhood  
 
Post-COVID  has presented educators, parents, and students with greater emotional and socio-
emotional needs. Students are demonstrating a loss of empathy and difficulty understanding 
reading facial expressions, and processing their emotions. dies indicate children’s responses to 
stressful events are unique and varied. Some children may be irritable or clingy, and some may 
regress, demand extra attention, or have difficulty with self-care, sleeping, and eating. New and 
challenging behaviors are natural responses, and adults can help by showing empathy and 
patience and by calmly setting limits when needed. Join us as we share our journey in putting 
dedicated mindfulness/socio-emotional support time, strategies, and activities into our daily 
schedule. We will share how we have shared these strategies with our parents and 
stakeholders as integrated these resources into our parent meetings and PLCs. We have seen 
great improvement in our children's abilities to express their feelings without the meltdowns and 
tears that can often present themselves in pre-kindergarten and kindergarten students. 
 
 
 
 
 



Managing Special Populations 
Briael Chadwell, Adam George, Alison Wines, and Hunter Eddy, Waccamaw High School 
 
This session will provide management strategies for special populations that improve 
relationships with faculty and students. By using restorative practices and intervention 
strategies, it will help improve student behavior and academic achievement. 
 
Return to Learn--An Innovative Pathway for Alternative Education 
Gregory Hall, Florence District 1 
 
Florence 1 Schools utilizes innovative methods to support students and families with a three-
phase program that includes virtual and hybrid instruction, individual counseling, family 
counseling, community service, and mentoring for students as an alternative to expulsion. 
Districts across the nation have seen an increase in violent behaviors, among students and 
towards school staff. Districts are challenged to maintain high expectations for conduct and 
provide safe environments for all students and staff. However, schools must also consider 
methods for addressing unacceptable and unsafe behaviors without sacrificing our students. 
Expulsion is not an effective option. We know that the most important stakeholders in the 
educational process is the parent. We partner with a professional psychological and behavioral 
health provider to facilitate each participant and their family through a series of nine family 
counseling sessions in addition to the academic and individual requirements of the program. 
The program is built with specific requirements for promotion to each phase as well as 
opportunities for accelerated progression. Return to Learn allows the district to set and maintain 
high expectations for safe and orderly schools while providing a pathway to continue academic 
progress with the added supports of individual and family counseling, mentoring, and 
community service. 
 
Enhancing Rigor and Relevance in the Classroom:  Strategies for Administrators 
to Support and Engage Teachers 
Sherry Hoyle and Dennis Dotterer, Winthrop University; and Billie Morrison, Harrisburg 
Elementary School  
 
School leaders continue to face challenges supporting teachers and staff as they create 
instructional designs that attends to rigor and relevance for all learners.  This session will 
highlight two schools’ journey to address these challenges in unique but effective ways.  The 
first school’s journey focuses on implementation of a school-wide PBL model through an 
ongoing, applied model that creates a seamless progression towards full implementation.  In 
addition, participants will learn how a second school has chosen to utilize the work of Project 
Zero, a Harvard University project which explores instructional topics such as deep thinking, 
understanding, intelligence, and creativity.  Ultimately, this session will utilize these examples as 
a focus on empowering and supporting faculty with various proven accommodations and 
professional development strategies with the end goal of impacting student learning through 
instructional planning and delivery of rigorous and relevant lesson design and instruction. 
 
First Year Flex Time: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 
Adam Lanford, Jessica Large, Phillip Bramblett, Hayden Woerner,and Sean McNinney, 
Powdersville High School 
 
The session leaders will present their experiences in a year-one implementation of an 
embedded flexible period, including what worked, what didn't, and where we are now. 



Increasing Student Belonging and Connection through School Wide Club Days 
Leah Sarantopoulos, Tiffany Wagner, William Estes, and Brice Cockfield, Carolina Springs 
Middle School  
 
Participants will learn how to increase their students' sense of belonging and positive 
connectedness to both both peers and faculty/staff through school-wide "clubs" days. 
Participants will learn how to implement a school-wide structure that provides student (and 
teacher) choice, fostering new positive connections that increase a sense of belonging to impact 
student attendance and social-emotional needs. 
 
 
Breakout Sessions  
1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. 
 
So, LETRS- What Happens Next? - Approaches to Literacy Alignment 
Russell Clark, Anderson District 2 and Shelly Blalock, Marshall Primary School 
 
The challenges faced by teachers and interventionists in planning reading interventions 
collaboratively are many. If both classroom teachers and reading interventionists worked 
together to complement their instructional practices, students' mastery of phonics skills would 
increase. When student self-efficacy is diminished by a misalignment of instructional 
interventions, frustration and decreased engagement in classroom learning soon follow. In turn, 
these unintended student outcomes of well-intended educators lead to lower self-efficacy for 
teachers and those that support them, a dynamo of good intentions and bad results. For these 
reasons, focuses on the misalignment of intervention-based instruction among classroom 
teachers and the support specialists who work with their students is paramount. This session 
will look into the journey of reading intervention alignment and the possible well-intentioned 
traps and their solutions.  
 
"Premiere Educator's Academy" 
Carrie Simpson and Sabrina McCall, Anderson District 5 
 
Come and learn what Anderson School District Five is doing to retain first-year teachers! 
Through this interactive workshop, our team will share with you valuable resources and ideas.  
Time will be given for you and your team to brainstorm, plan, and create resources of your own 
that will help your first-year teachers make it through their induction year with success! 
 
Engaging Students in School Safety 
Rich Todd, York District 4 
 
Students are a critical yet generally under-utilized resource for creating and maintaining a safe 
school environment.  They are often aware of issues and information unknown to school 
personnel; are among the most likely to be impacted by violence, threats, and disruption; and 
have the ability to influence their peers.  However, avenues for their active involvement in 
school safety is, many times, limited.  This session presents strategies for encouraging student 
ownership of school safety and includes discussion of the Fort Mill School District’s Student 
School Safety Summit, which brings together students from the district’s three high schools for a 
day of interactive activities and open discussion about safety and security. 
 
 



Who is Telling Your Story? 
Ashley Gasperson, Ben Coy, Lucas Richardson, and Kenny Generette, Horry County Schools 
 
Who is telling your story? Making connections to our community is just one focus of our 
communications department. As we tell our staff and leaders’ stories to make them more 
relatable to our communities, we are building personal connections between our district and 
school leaders and the communities we serve. During our presentation, we will share how our 
“Person Behind the Title” series has created personal connections through community 
involvement. The videos highlight how our leaders come from and are still contributors to their 
communities. Our “Person Behind the Title” video series highlights leaders in our school district; 
thus far, we have made videos spotlighting our superintendent and 26 of our school principals. 
These weekly videos average between 7,000 to 15,000 views each and are the product of a 
collaboration between our Communications team and our leadership as we tell our own story.  
We have also created videos for many events at our schools that represent their contributions to 
our community. Our presentation will share several of these videos, the inspiration that led to 
their creation, the planning needed to produce so many, and the continuing impact they have on 
our community and its perception of our district. 
 
Fast Lane: An Accelerated Graduation Program for At-Risk Seniors 
Kyle Whitfield and Lisa Wilson, Wren High School  
 
As more schools are working to ensure that all students graduate, Wren High School has 
developed the “Fast Lane Program” for at-risk seniors who are in jeopardy of not completing 
high school. The Fast Lane Program is entering its 4th year of implementation and Wren High 
administration would like to share its successes and setbacks as this program has worked to 
keep at-risk seniors on track and graduate. This locally housed program combines accelerated 
online learning with strong school-level support to assist students in gaining the credits 
necessary to graduate from high school. 
 
Is Your South Carolina High School Credential (SCHSC) Student Ready for the 
EOCEP? 
Kristin Wilson, Sam Coy, and Glenda Freeman, Horry County Schools  
 
This session will focus on best practices in aligning SCHSC Essentials Courses to core content 
standards in Algebra I, Biology and English II.  Participants will learn how Horry County Schools' 
teachers collaborated to align core content standards with instruction in the SCHSC courses in 
which students are assessed with End-of-Course exams. This collaboration involved analyzing 
data, determination of priority standards, engagement in professional development designed to 
meet the needs of learners, and the creation of resources to prepare students for EOCEP 
assessments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Building the Administrator's Capacity to Transform Instruction 
Jeff McCoy, Greenville County Schools 
 
Next to the teacher, the administrators in the building have the most influence on student 
achievement. If transformational learning is to occur, administrators must be able to identify best 
practice strategies to raise the bar when it comes to student outcomes. This session will focus 
on organizational structures to help principals and their Instructional Leadership Team maximize 
classroom observations and ensure the time spent in classrooms has the greatest return on 
investment possible.  Reflecting on current practices will help create a roadmap for the next 
steps to increase instructional effectiveness in all classrooms. 
 
Instant Ideas Session 
Presenters share their personal and professional passions for a total of 20-25 minutes each. The 
following topics will be shared. 

5 Leadership Strategies for Effective Collaboration in Mathematics 
Tamara Glover, Greenville County Schools  
 
LEAD with LOVE 
Matia Goodwin and Beth White, Camden Elementary School  
 
Putting the SmARTS in Learning! 
Pasquail Bates, K'Shaun Sanders, and Quinn Brown, Midlands Arts Conservatory  
 
Restoration and Self Care for Educators 
Lori Vinson, North Greenville University 
 
Bad and Boujee on a Budget 
Bianca Jamison, Lindsey Hubert, Andrea Thomason, Jason "Andy" Laye, and Mary Beth 
Bowers, Travelers Rest High School 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Breakout Sessions 
2:45 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. 
 
Do You See Me in the Classroom: Does It Really Matter? 
Janet Campbell, Burnside Elementary School and Kezia Myers, Bradley Elementary School   
 
The world in which we now live requires teachers to be more adaptable and to instruct students 
while taking into account their cultural origins and differences. In the past, it was believed that 
treating everyone equally, regardless of their race, ethnicity, or racial origins, was the best 
course of action. However, failing to recognize the differences among students is a tactic used 
to marginalize and denigrate them.  In order to build effective educational programs, educators 
must connect their plans with the cultural background, familial experiences, and home 
communities of their students. They must also establish associations and respect the kids' 
ethnic roots in order to understand them. Principals and educational leaders, do you support 
your faculty and staff in creating windows and mirrors in your sphere of influence? Are students 
able to see themselves and others in the classrooms? Does it even matter that they do? Come 
and explore with two intentional principals that are dedicated to building and branding inclusive 
schools using a number of procedures, endeavors, and unique tools to ensure that ALL KIDS 
MATTER! 
 
Tiered for Success: Beyond Zero Tolerance 
Gina Sabol, Loris High School  
 
The Horry County Schools Superintendent created a program that shifts from zero-tolerance 
policies to restorative practices in the alternative setting by designing a tiered system. The 
ultimate goal of this program is to allow the student to be responsible for their rehabilitation 
journey through the use of restorative practices. This tiered system can be implemented district-
wide, school-wide, or in the individual classrooms of teachers. Through the use of this tiered 
approach, Horry County Schools significantly reduced suspension, expulsion, and recidivism 
rates while also improving the on-time graduation rate and continuing to demonstrate academic 
equity for all students. The tier system is designed as a restorative rather than punitive 
approach, heavy on impressing upon students with the importance of personal responsibility. 
The students practice yoga, meditation and mindfulness practices. All of the programs at the 
school are designed to SOAR (Shine On After Return) the students back to their base schools 
and pave the way for their success. Since the implementation of this tiered program in 2017, the 
recidivism rate dropped from approximately 30% to 5%. This presentation will show how Horry 
County Schools District collaborated with the HCS School Board to implement a tiered program 
at their alternative school. 
 
Moving from Data Display to Data with Depth 
Tiffany Hall and Debby Turno, Leavelle McCampbell Middle School; and Marsha Moseley, 
SREB 
 
Learn how to take the traditional data display and make it into a fluid MTSS tool for Tier I 
instruction.  Get templates of the data cards, the set up process, and how to monitor with 
student folders at the secondary level focusing on “on-track” criteria.  Find out how in the 
process, one school set out to improve instruction with clear expectations, learning targets, and 
success criteria for Tier I instruction to help support our most struggling students in one easy to 
digest unit review. 
 



The Power of the Prevention Loop 
Jeff Wilson, Bradley Moore, Chris Ferguson, Christie Shealy, and Kristen Hearne, Anderson 
District 1 
 
Schools in Anderson School District One work as professional learning communities, engaging 
in high levels of collaboration to support the learning of all students. Our focus remains on 
powerful Tier 1 instruction that includes opportunities for prevention for students who have not 
yet mastered essential skills and standards based on the results of common formative 
assessments. In this session, we will explore the components of the prevention loop and 
provide specific examples of how schools in Anderson School District One support student 
learning through corrective instruction and creative scheduling. 
 
Know the Rules for IDEA Discipline Procedures 
Allen Pope, Orangeburg County Schools 
 
This presentation will discuss how to discipline students with disabilities. The presenter will 
highlight and provide detailed information pertaining to specific disabilities identified by the 
Individuals with Disability Education Act (IDEA). During this session the presenter will share 
relevant information about special education procedures and processes. Participants will be 
given an opportunity to apply learned knowledge through scenarios and activities with 
presenter. 
 
Pulling your Pit Crew Together so You Stay on Track 
Jenny Garris, Carol Lunsford, and Susan Aplin, Lexington-Richland District 5  
 
In 2020, all students got devices, but that wasn’t the end of the race. As we keep going around 
the track, how do you know you have the right people on your pit crew? In this session we will 
discuss why an effective and diverse pit crew is essential in determining the role technology 
plays in your school/district and helps develop systems to keep learning on track. 
 
The Best of Both Worlds: Mom & School Administrator Part 2 
Marshalynn Franklin, Richland District 2; Jessica Agee, Center for Knowledge; and Benjara 
Elliott, Blythewood High School 
 
A mom and a school administrator are two incredibly demanding roles. You had a choice, be a 
mom OR be a school administrator; and you chose both! (You go, girl!) In this year’s session, 
administrator-moms will engage in conversation about “at work” strategies an admin-mom can 
do during the work day to maximize her time and make her more available to be mom during 
non-work hours. These strategies will help you have the best of both worlds - mom and 
administrator. 
 
 
 
 


